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E N D U R A B I  M A X I
VERSAT I LE  & PERFORMANT

Fully controllable from a touch screen, it is the most 
versatile injector of the Endura line as it allows to 
injection molds of all sizes thanks to the two independent 
workstations, a maxi and a standard one.

The BI MAXI ENDURA injector combines an aggressive design with 
an essential line, which characterizes and enhances its strength and 
sturdiness, resulting in a machine with a slender line with two non-
expandable independent workstations that allow to create both light 
and very thin objects and large pieces, maintaining their weight over 
time.

The electronics reduced to a minimum, an interface with industrial 
touch screen, easy maintenance and powder-coated aluminum and 
stainless-steel surfaces make this injector particularly reliable and 
suitable even for the most difficult environments.

It is equipped with a transparent melting tank with a constant vacuum 
system, vacuum switches to check the vacuum in the mold and RFID 
readers. In the standard workstation, there is an 8-cmc injection 
syringe with final temperature regulation and a self-centering clamp 
with 250x155mm plates while in the maxi workstation there is a 
120-cmc injection syringe with final temperature adjustment and a self-
centering clamp with 250x155mm plates.

Machine
62 kg
110x38x53 cm

Box
93 kg
123x50x70 cm

Moulds
Min 50x30x12 mm
Max 250x155x80 mm

Maxi Clamps ** 
185x155 cm
250x155 cm
330x180 cm

Big Clamps *
135x135 cm
140x180 cm
160x180 cm

Plates *
120x120 cm
120x130 cm

Double steel tankSyringe 32 cmc  * Touch Screen 7’

* Optional workstation standard    ** Optional workstation MaxiDouble pump
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